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Preface

This program prospectus for a cooperative 1981 field season in

Montana is the result of discussions between staff of the Bureau of

Reclamation (HIPLEX) and NCAR (CSD), and of consultation with atmos-

pheric scientists elsewhere. This represents only the initial step in

thenecessary planning. The next steps in defining the program plan

will be taken at a meeting attended by those scientists from univer-

sities and elsewhere who expect to take part in the cooperative

experiment.
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1. THE COOPERATIVE FIELD PROGRAM

The Bureau of Reclamation and the National Center for Atmospheric

Research (NCAR) plan to collaborate in a joint field program at the

HIPLEX site near Miles City, Montana, during the period May, June and

July 1981. A coordinated measurement program on convective clouds and

storms will be carried out to elucidate how the microphysical processes

and the air motions interact in the formation and development of precipi-

tation. The goal is to answer some of the fundamental problems that

stand in the way of evaluating the potential of weather modification

techniques and of predicting precipitation and severe weather. The

primary emphasis will be on interactions occurring within the storms and

between the storms and their immediate environment, viewed in the con-

text of the 100 km scale. A general theme in these investigations will

be to obtain answers to the question "What determines the efficiency of

precipitation?" Examples of specific scientific issues to be addressed

are:

- The origin of ice: nucleation and secondary production

- Mechanisms of entrainment: the origin of entrained air and of

downdrafts

- Evolution of hydrometeors: wind fields and growth trajectories

- Storm structure and the near-storm environment: cells, cell

interactions, and prediction.

Reports on these issues have been written by subcommittees composed

of staff members of the Bureau of Reclamation and NCAR's Convective Storms

Division (CSD) and of faculty members at the University of Wyoming and

at the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, groups which over a

period of years have played major roles in NCAR and Bureau of Reclamation
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field programs. These reports describe the major scientific objectives

of the collaborative field program, and are summarized in Section 3.

This prospectus gives a general description of the program and its

goals to enable scientists elsewhere to decide whether their research in

cloud physics and related areas (such as those mentioned in the following

paragraph) could profit by collaboration in it. This prospectus is al~so

designed to accompany any proposals that researchers elsewhere might make

to fund collaborative work, and to provide funding agencies and reviewers

with a framework within which to view such proposals.

A meeting will be planned for the fall of 1979 to provide an oppor-

tunity for all interested scientists to begin to make inputs into the

more detailed planning of :the program and to clarify their own plans

for participation. At this meeting, as at the CSD Field Season Workshop

*

held at Winter Park in November 1978 , it may prove advantageous to form

subcommittees dealing with particular scientific topics such as micro-

physics, dynamics, atmospheric chemistry, the relation of the aerosol to

cloud microstructure, atmospheric electricity, the interactions between

convective storms and the boundary layer, or testing various remote

sensing techniques (satellites, radar, lidar, etc.).

The reports of seven Workshop Panels are available in NCAR Technical

Note 133+PROC.
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2. THE SITE

Miles City is located in southeastern Montana on the western edge

of the northern Great Plains in a shallow part of the Yellowstone Valley,

about 300 km east of the Rocky Mountains (see Fig. 1). Temperatures

range from very cold in winter to quite warm in summer, as is character-

istic of mid-latitude continental locations. Annual rainfall averages

about 13 inches a year, and the climate is classed as semi-arid with

less than 10 inches about one year in seven. Some climatic and geomagnetic

data are given in Table 1.

About 70 percent of the precipitation falls during the growing

season, April through September, with the largest monthly amounts usually

falling during May and June. Precipitation during the spring and summer

often falls during periods of shower or thunderstorm activity; however,

general rains also are frequent in late spring and early summer.

Commercial power and facilities are available at the Project Opera-

tions Center at the Miles City Airport. The surrounding project area

is sparsely settled and the commercially maintained road network is

not extensive. There are however a number of private dirt roads

throughout the area. Power and telephone lines are sparse in the

experimental area, and in some cases may be the governing factor in the

selection of sensor sites.

Miles City itself is a small but thriving city of about 10,000

people. Commercial air service is available twice daily. There are

two hospitals, 22churches, a community college, a''radio'and television

station, 4 motor freight lines, and 2 railroads serving the area.
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Fig. 1. Main cities and roads in Montana. The cooperative experiment headquarters will be

located at Miles City in eastern Montana. The main experimental area will be to the

east of Miles City.
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Table 1

Some Climatic and Geomagnetic Data
for

Miles City, Montana

Earth Coordinates:
Elevation:

46026'N, 105 52'W
802 m(2629') msl

Summer Climatic Data May June July August

Mean Temperature( F)
Mean Maximum Temperature ( F)

Mean Minimum Temperature ( F)
Mean Dew Point ( F)
Mean Surface Pressure (mb)
Prevailing Wind (kt)
Mean Precipitation (in)
Mean number of days with:

Thunderstorms
Hail ()

Magnetic Declination:
Magnetic Inclination2:
Magnetic Field Strength 2

Horizontal Component:
Vertical Component:
Total Field:

1Average number of days with

of Hail in the Central U.S.

2

D = 14.7 0 E
I ~ 72.5°

H
Z
E

15.0 pT
54.7 UT
58.8 pT

hail based on a 20-year period. Source: Climatograph

Stout and Changnon, CH1AA Research Report No. 38

World Magnetic Survey 1957-1969, IAGA Bulletin, No. 28 (1971), Paris, France.

57
71
44
39
920

SEll
1.7

3.9
0.85

66
79
53
47
919

SE10
2.7

6.8
0.85

75
90
60
51

920
SE9
1.3

6.2
0.50

73
88
58
48
921

SE10
1.2

7.3
0.35
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3. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The major difficulty in making progress in understanding precipita-

tion from convective storms lies in the fact that so many different

kinds of phenomena interact in ways that are important. The formation

of precipitation is obviously influenced by the size and duration of

the parent cloud; these in turn are determined by such factors as the

properties of the boundary layer, the environmental sounding and wind

field, and sometimes by downdrafts associated with earlier rain showers.

The important question of the origin of ice is obscured not only by

basic uncertainties concerning the modes of nucleation and possible

ice multiplication, but also by lack of knowledge of the sources of

the air parcels that mix together to constitute any given portion of a

convective cloud. As an ice particle grows, its fall speed increases so

that its trajectory within the cloud is more and more determined by

its size as well as by the velocity of the air. Its further growth

depends on the liquid water content of the surrounding cloudy air,

which in turn is influenced by mixing and by depletion due to competing

ice particles.

The scientific challenge is to unravel the most important of the

many interactions. A variety of approaches is required for this endeavor,

ranging from laboratory studies through field investigations to numerical

modelling. This prospectus deals with a large, coordinated field program

that will focus a number of different measuring systems upon single clouds

or storms in order to gather data simultaneously on as many of the impor-

tant aspects as possible. Only in this way can data sets be obtained

which are complete enough to enable other necessary approaches to proceed
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effectively: for example, to enable important laboratory investigations

to be distinguished from less important ones, and to make it possible

to initialize models and test their ability to reproduce major features

of real storms.

Although major problems must be separated out for individual attention,

it is important to remember that the key to one may very well be found

within another.' For instance, it will probably not be possible to under-

stand the origin of ice in many 'convective clouds without understanding

entrainment, since that determines the sources and histories of some of

the air and nuclei; or without understanding hydrometeor evolution, since

there is evidence that in certain circumstances secondary ice particles

can be produced'during the accretional'growth of graupel. It will

probably not be possible to understand the evolution of hydrometeors

without understanding cell development, for the transfer of precipitation

particles from one cell to another appears sometimes to be an important

process in precipitation growth. In turn, entrainment is a very impor-

tant factor in cell development.

Thus, it is probable that basic advances will have to be made in

understanding all of these facets of the production of precipitation in

convective clouds before prediction skills can be increased. It goes

without saying that many of these processes are strongly dependent on

both surface features and the thermodynamic and dynamic properties of

the surrounding atmosphere, so that attempts to improve understanding

and prediction will require purposeful measurements to relate storm

processes to the larger scale.
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3.1 ENTRAINMENT

The liberation of latent heat of condensation plays an impor-

tant part in the development of convective clouds. Correspondingly,

when dry environmental air mixes into a cloud, cloud development tends

to be suppressed since the net release of latent heat is reduced. This

crucial role of entrainment has long been recognized even though the

nature of the entrainment process itself is not well understood.

The formulations used in simple one-dimensional cloud models

have generally involved an artificial, instantaneous and uniform lateral

mixing that everyone acknowledges to be an oversimplification. More

plausible entrainment parameterization schemes based on isotropic or

nearly isotropic turbulent diffusion theory are employed in two- and

three-dimensional models. Most of these models are still in their

development stages and little systematic work has been done to compare

model predictions with observations. The important role of vertically

acting entrainment in cumuli, first suggested many years ago, has recently

received more attention; for example, it received support from measure-

ments made in the 1976 NHRE program. So far, however, such studies have

not been extended to larger, older clouds, nor has it been determined how

the entrainment process is affected by the dynamic or thermodynamic

properties of the environment.

The character of High Plains convection makes that area well-

suited for such studies. It is known that precipitation forms slowly in

convective clouds over the High Plains, because liquid coalescence is

generally unimportant and the ice process is inherently slow. This

makes it easier to obtain measurements in the simpler phase of the cloud's
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evolution before precipitation forms. As recent work has indicated,

measurements of temperature and liquid water content can then be

used to draw conclusions about the source of entrained air.

It has already been noted that entrainment is a three-

dimensional, time-dependent process. This limits the ability of a

single observi1g system to characterize the phenomenon. Aircraft, for

example, take "snapshots" of small cloud volumes that are separated by

time periods which are usually long with respect to the time scales on

which significant changes occur within a cloud. Radar suffers from

poor resolution in space and time. A multiple-system observing program

is needed, and the measurement systems that are potentially available

for the 1981 season are well-suited to address the entrainment problem

in a more comprehensive manner than has been possible in the past.

The observing,systems that can be brought to bear on the

entrainment problem are primarily aircraft, radar and cloud photography.

The central role will no doubt be played by penetrating aircraft measur-

ing thermodynamic or other properties which can be used as tracers.

However, since it is also essential to have accurate local environmental

soundings, an aircraft may be used for that purpose when a good entrain-

ment case is being pursued. Entrainment occurs at visible cloud bound-

aries, and an aircraft might well be dedicated to lapse-time photography

in some cases. Radar may be useful in several ways. Sensitive radars

can record reflectivity and velocity information even before precipi-

tation develops to the point where it complicates the thermodynamics by

causing transports of heat and water substance relative to the air.
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3.2 THE ORIGINS OF ICE

Precipitation formation by diffusional growth of ice crystals

followed by riming has been shown to be the dominant mechanism of

precipitation formation in certain regions with high cloud bases and

continental aerosol characteristics, such as northeast Colorado and

eastern Montana.

In spite of a general knowledge of the dominant precipitation

mechanism, there is little knowledge of where, at what temperatures or

in what conditions the early formation of ice occurs in convective

clouds. It has been pointed out repeatedly by modellers, that the lack

of this knowledge seriously hinders a quantitative assessment of

precipitation formation via the ice process. It is very unlikely that

this information could be deduced from first principles so that a large,

coordinated field project such as is described here appears to be the

most useful approach.

Progress towards a better understanding of the origin of ice in

clouds can be made by observing the location, cloud characteristics,

vertical winds and temperatures in the regions in which ice particles

first appear. Recent advances in cloud microphysical and other

aircraft instruments now make these measurements possible. However, it

is clear from the field measurements that have been made that not all of

the ice is equally important to precipitation formation; in a typical

thunderstorm, vast numbers of ice particles are carried aloft to form

the anvil. One of the problems addressed in the next section, on

hydrometeor evolution, is that of distinguishing which ice particles

are indeed precipitation embryos.
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Another important but subsidiary goal should be to determine

the relationship between the ice particle concentrations observed in

cloud and the ice nucleus concentrations found in the inflowing air.

Although an adequate technique for measuring ice nuclei has not been

established, within the last few years the disagreement between

different techniques testing the same nucleation mode has decreased.

For example, during the 1976 NHRE field season there was reasonable

agreement between the measurements made in the field by Langer and

Rosinski and by Vali in which both the millipore filter technique and

the NCAR counter were used. Recent work by Heymsfield, Knight and Dye

has suggested that observed ice particle concentrations in undiluted

updraft cores are not inconsistent with ice nucleus concentrations

measured by the filter technique or the NCAR counter in the inflowing

air. Observations in many more clouds are needed before a more general

statement can be made. Before really satisfactory knowledge of ice

formation is achieved, the relative importance of the various modes of

nucleation inside the cloud will have to be determined and adequate

instruments for measuring these modes separately will have to be

developed.

Recently there has been considerable interest in mechanisms of

secondary production of ice particles within clouds. Of those proposed,

the .allett-Mossop mechanism is best documented. In the Northern

Plains the conditions required for the Hallett-Mossop mechanism are pre-

sent only rarely, and similarly, other secondary processes operate only

under special circumstances. Therefore, opportunities exist in the

High Plains clouds to study situations where primary ice generation is
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not masked by secondary processes, to study the secondary mechanisms

when they occur, and to contrast these various situations with each

other.

A coordinated measurement program is needed to study the problem

of the origin of ice effectively. Repeated, simultaneous measurements

of ice populations and other variables are needed at several levels

within cloud. Aircraft expected to be available for the 1981 field

season (see Section 4) are well-suited to pursuing this problem in a

more comprehensive manner than has been possible in the past. The

measurements needed for studies of the origin of ice overlap greatly

with those needed for entrainment studies, as well as those for studies

of the evolution of the droplet spectrum and of turbulence. Specifically,

the temperature and humidity within cloud, the air motion (especially

vertical), the cloud droplet concentration and size spectrum, the

liquid water content, and the ice particle size spectrum and concentra-

tion will be needed, as well as a variety of ice nucleus measurements.

3.3 HYDROMETEOR EVOLUTION

Since the overall purpose of the cooperative field program is

the understanding of precipitation, hydrometeor evolution in the broad

sense encompasses the whole program. In the narrower sense of this sub-

section it encompasses the determination of the trajectories and growth

environments of the growing hydrometeors; the graupel, rain and hail.

HIPLEX field efforts in Montana over the past several years have already

shown that the precipitation there during the spring and summer usually

forms through the ice process. In this respect, this HIPLEX site is

like the northeast Colorado area where CSD has worked. The following

discussion is therefore written in terms of the ice process of precipitation
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growth: ice nucleation, followed by growth of the crystals from

the vapor and finally riming growth to graupel or hail. Observations

made to explore problems of hydrometeor evolution by the ice process are

for the most part appropriate also for investigating liquid -liquid coal-

escence when it does occur.

The research done within NHRE and later by CSD and collaborators

(the University of Wyoming and the South Dakota School of Mines and

Technology) has led to the following opinion about the formation of the

graupel that constitute the embryos for hail or rain. Probably a major

part of the flux of moist air into convective clouds of substantial size

is incorporated in the strong updrafts (over 10 m sec ) which are found

at mid-cloud levels. The ice process is too slow to form precipitation

within these updrafts in a straightforward way, because it takes some

ten minutes to form graupel large enough to have terminal fall velocities

-l
of 10 m sec . By this time, a particle is either so high in the cloud

that it cannot grow any more (all the supercooled droplets are frozen),

or it is likely to have reached the cloud top and been blown downwind,

away from the cloud.

In brief, the strong updrafts provide the best growth environ-

ments for precipitation, but they do not allow enough time for the

precipitation particles to get started. Because of this problem, the

natural precipitation process appears to be quite complicated and

variable. This leads to variable (but poorly documented) precipitation

efficiencies in different circumstances, which is an encouragement to

eventual weather modification possibilities. However, the complexity
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and variability of the natural processes are a barrier to both successful

operation and to the evaluation of results, until and unless they are

understood.

Precipitation is indeed sometimes observed growing in strong

updrafts. This could occur in any of several ways, such as: 1) Convec-

tive turrets may arise within the debris of previous convection and ingest

"seed" ice particles; 2) it is often the case that several convective

"cells" are active in close proximity to each other. When the local wind

field is favorable, a preliminary growth stage may occur within one cell,

with the particles being injected into another to complete their growth;

3) recycling of particles within a single cell may occur by the agency

of large-scale downdrafts or by penetrative downdrafts (Section 3.1);

4) time-varying updrafts may provide for ideal growth histories, by

furnishing a slow updraft environment during early growth when the fall

velocity is low and then providing fast updrafts to hold the particles

up as they grow larger.

These processes are difficult to document by observation, since

the precipitation particle contents, the growth environments, and the

wind field within a cloud must all be observed simultaneously with good

enough resolution in both time and space to make it possible to deduce

trajectories and histories in suitable detail. This kind of information

is also needed to help decide in what regions of the cloud ice nucleation

leads to precipitation growth. The planned approach is that used in the

1976 NHRE field season: coordinated observations with multiple-Doppler

radars to observe the overall, three-dimensional wind fields; conventional

10-cm radar to map reflectivity history in detail with two-minute or
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better time resolution; and coordinated aircraft penetrations during the

early and mature stages of cells, to provide "air truth" for the radars

and to observe finer scales of both the cloud contents and the air flow.

Case studies on the best-observed clouds should reveal the important

factors in hydrometeor evolution, and hence make it possible to estimate

precipitation efficiency. With increased knowledge of this kind, it may

be possible to devise short-cuts to making the observations needed to

determine the relative importance of the different mechanisms in any

given storm.

3.4 STORM STRUCTURE (CELLS) AND TYPE NEAR-STORM ENVIRONMENT

From the description of the kinds of histories that are impor-

tant in hydrometeor evolution, it is evident that any effective under-

standing of precipitation in convective storms must encompass phenomena

on a scale comparable to the size of the storm itself. The present

framework of thinking about the structure of convective storms was

formed in The Thunderstorm Project, and is embodied in the concept of

the thunderstorm "cell", characteristically a few kilometers in diameter.

However, this concept is probably oversimplified for many applications,

and one must be alert for instances when the simplifications are mis-

leading rather than helpful. In case studies of NHRE data, instances

of this kind occur, in which it appears that cells are not isolated as

regards precipitation development. Rather, in some storms one cell

may seed another, or a cell may be seeded by precipitation that did not

originate in vigorous convective cells at all. The following discussion

is to be qualified in this way, and it is also to be qualified by the

observation that different researchers use the term "cell" in different
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use the term "cell" in different ways. The delineation of cells has

always been subjective in some degree, and one can have little confidence

that any two observers would do it in just the same way. Nevertheless,

in spite of these qualifications the concept of the cell provides a

useful framework for discussion.

A general goal for the research on storm structure and the

environment may be stated as follows: to understand the relationship

between the dynamics of cell generation and interaction on the one

hand, and the efficiency of precipitation mechanisms within convective

cells on the other. Experimental objectives will be defined with the

aim of discriminating between various mechanisms of cell generation,

growth and interactions for example, the role of boundary layer

forcing versus in-cloud buoyancy in cell initiation and growth; the

role of downdrafts in cell decay and in cell formation versus that

of gravity waves in the organized initiation of new cells. More detailed

plans will be made as the 1981 field season approaches, and priorities

will be established; for instance, this kind of study will have an

enhanced priority when a storm is over the network of mesonet sites.

The general experimental approach will be similar to that used

to study hydrometeor evolution, and the two types of studies will be

combined when possible. When these studies are emphasized, coordinated

aircraft operations in the sub-cloud layer and in the environment will

take on additional importance relative to cloud penetrations, and the

radars may be used to scan larger areas, necessarily with somewhat

poorer time resolution. The compromises between this large-scale

objective and the smaller-scale ones will have to be decided by the
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operations director in the light of current circumstances - the nature

of the day's weather, the state of readiness of crews and equipment,

etc.
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4. EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

The purpose of this section is to present information on the

equipment and facilities that are expected to be available for the

1981 field program from the Bureau of Reclamation and NCAR and from the

University of Wyoming and South Dakota School of Mines and Technology

groups, both of which intend to propose participation in the coopera-

tive field program. It is expected that other groups from universities

and government agencies will also decide to participate, and will bring

equipment and instruments of their own. However, at this time it is

not possible to anticipate the extent or details of this participation.

Instruments and equipment are grouped according to the agency or group

that will be responsible for them.

4.1 BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

4.1.1 Aircraft

The University of Wyoming King Air cloud physics aircraft

(N2UW) is instrumented primarily for detailed cloud physics measurements

and thermodynamic quantities. It also has wind-measuring capability,

and a new vertical air velocity sensing system has been installed. Data

are available in flight and a ground system provides quick, hardcopy turn-

around after landing. Instruments on the aircraft include devices to

measure temperature, dewpoint, heading, altitude, airspeed, rate of

climb, VOR, DME, vertical acceleration, pitch, ground speed, drift

angle, yaw angle, angle of attack, horizontal wind, vertical wind,

turbulence, liquid water content, and particle size spectra from

micron to centimeter sizes. The aircraft has flexibility for carrying

other instruments.
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An on-board computer system permits real-time display of

selected quantities. Clouds can be selected in real time for further

study on the basis of preprogrammed criteria. On-board computer soft-

ware permits the aircraft to "tag" and repeatedly return to air

parcels moving in the large scale wind field. Mission durations in

excess of four hours are usually possible.

The Colorado International Corporation Learjet seeding aircraft

(N88TC) is equipped to record temperature, dewpoint, heading, roll, pitch,

altitude, indicated airspeed, VOR, DME, vertical acceleration, angle of

attack, liquid water content, and ice particle concentration. Particle

spectra are measured by a PMS 2-D optical array. Data acquisition and

processing is controlled by an on-board computer. Selected parameters

can be displayed in real time. The aircraft is equipped to seed clouds

with either dry ice or silver iodide at a variety of seeding rates.

The aircraft is fully deiced and capable of cloud penetrations at an IAS

of about 100 m/s. Missions of up to 2-1/2; hours duration are usually

possible.

4.1.2 Radar

The 5.4 cm Skywater radar (SWR-75) will be located near the

Miles City Airport; the 5.3 cm University of North Dakota (UND) radar

will be located about 125 km east or northeast of Miles City, possibly

at Baker, Montana (Fig. 1). Both of these C-band radars are equipped

to record digital reflectivity values on mangetic tape.

The SWR-75 has been modified to include a color display

system and a rapid volume-scan capability. Six colors are available and

may be assigned to any of 14 levels from -lOdBZ to +55dBZ. The time for

a full 3600 sweep through each of the twelve elevation angles is 3 min.
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L-band secondary radar systems are incorporated into both the

SWR-75 and the UND radar units to detect transponder-equipped aircraft.

Up to three transponder codes can be entered, and the location of the

aircraft with these codes is recorded on mangetic tape along with the

cloud video from the C-band system.

4.1.3 Rawinsonde System

Two rawinsonde systems have been used in HIPLEX. Routine obser-

vations are made from Miles City at 0600 and 1330 local time (1200 and

1930 GMT) daily except Sunday. Routine observations are also made from

Baker at 1330 local time (1930 GMT). Observations at 1730 local time (2330 GMT)

are made from both sites when requested by the operations director.

Raw rawinsonde data are processed by the Bureau of Reclamation's CYBER

computer in Denver in real time via time-share computer terminals.

4.1.4 Surface Mesoscale Network

By the 1980 field season, about 50 mesonet stations will be

installed between Miles City and Baker on an 8 x 6 grid with interstation

spacing of 20 km. Fig. 2 shows the proposed location of the mesonet

stations. Each station will record temperature, pressure, relative

humidity, wind speed and direction, and precipitation. Each provides

5-min averaged data, and 1 hour's observations are stored internally.

At a prespecified time each hour, the data are transmitted to the GOES

(Geosynchronous Operational Environmental Satellite) Satellite Data

Collection System, which then retransmits them to Wallops Island,

Virginia. From there they are transmitted by land line to Suitland,

Maryland, and then to Denver, Colorado, where they are available in the

Bureau's computer system. The elapsed time from transmission from the
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Fig. 2. Proposed mesonet locations and identifications.
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mesonet station to storage in the computer is on the order of 10 min.

Emphasis for 1979 and 1980 is on testing the systems and investigating

interstation spacing options. Additional stations will be added and

station spacings changed to meet the requirements of the cooperative

field program objectives in 1981.

4.1.5 Forecast Support Equipment

In addition to the radar, rawinsondes, and mesonet stations,

several other pieces of equipment will be routinely used to provide fore-

cast support. Satellite imagery is available every 30 min from a laser-

fax. Colorado State University's ADVISAR (All Digital Video Imaging

System for Atmospheric Research) will provide quantitative information

about the cloud characteristics. A service "A" teletype and a weather

facsimile recorder are located in the weather office in Miles City.

Several time-share terminals provide access to the Bureau's Environmental

Data Network, which has as its data base National Weather Service obser-

vations and forecasts and data from the field sites. A variety of

programs are available for processing and displaying these data.

4.1.6 Cameras

Four Super-8 time-lapse cameras will be used for continued

climatological surveys over the mesonet area. Two 16mm time-lapse

cameras will be operated near the Miles City and Baker radars during

aircraft sampling of case study clouds.

4.1.7 Environmental Data Network (EDN)

Research and operations in weather modification often require

products and weather related data not routinely available through the

National Weather Service facsimile or teletype circuits. In order to
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provide some of these products to this field cooperative program, the

Bureau of Reclamation will make available its Environmental Data

Network products and facilities. The EDN consists of a central computer

located in the Bureau's E&R Center in Denver, a constantly updated

meteorological data base, fully documented programs to access, process

and display the data, and a communications link with the National

Weather Service's computer system in Suitland, Maryland. Remote time

share terminals allow users to access the computer and data base from

any location where telephone facilities are available.

The data base consists of:

1. Both NWS and special rawinsonde observations.

2. Twelve and 24-hour predicted fields from the NMC limited area

fine mesh model.

3. Hourly weather data (Service "A" format) from about 200 surface

observing stations.

4. Special mesometeorological network observations:

Documented programs are available to:

1. Display single and multiple rawinsonde observations.

2. Display gridded field data.

3. Access aviation forecasts.

4. Compute one-dimensional study state cumulus models.

5. Plot skew-T diagrams.

6. Forecast sounding changes due to surface heating.

7. Display hourly weather bulletins.

8. Display hourly weather maps for the Western States.

9. Access and display severe weather warnings.
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10. Display upper-air charts.

11. Display 12- and 24-hour NMC forecasts.

12. Display mesometeorological data fields.

Specialized programs can be written if needed by the cooperative field

program.

4.2 NCAR/CSD

4.2.1 Aircraft

NCAR Queen Airs. The Beechcraft Queen Air is an unpressurized,

low wing, twin-engine aircraft with a rectangular cabin 1.4 m high, 1.4 m

wide and 4.3 m long. NCAR operates two basically identical Queen Airs

(N304D, N306D) that are deiced and certified for flight into known

icing conditions.

The aircraft have been structurally modified to accept a

variety of NCAR or user supplied equipment. They are designed for

flexible instrument usage, but usually are equipped to measure thermo-

dynamic parameters and winds (with an INS). Some cloud physics instru-

ments are available as well as a variety of sampling ports. Data

display and recording systems are installed and the planes are equipped

with flexible communications systems. Quantitative cloud photographing

systems are also available.

A normal crew for the aircraft would consist of one pilot, a

flight scientist, and an equipment operator. Flight durations of 2-3

hours could be anticipated for flights in the subcloud or lower cloud

region.

NCAR Sabreliner. The Rockwell International Sabreliner (N307D)

is a pressurized, low wing, twin-jet aircraft designed for operation to
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approximately 12 km MSL. The maximum allowable payload (crew and all

research equipment) is 1023 kg. Two pilots are required and three

additional seats are usually available depending, of course, on the

instrumentation configuration. The aircraft is not certified for flight

into known icing conditions.

The research instrumentation is tailored to the scientific

objectives of the program but measurements similar to those indicated

for the NCAR Queen Airs (see above) are usually obtained. The data

acquisition and display system is also similar to that used on the

Queen Airs.

The available research flight time is dependent upon the.

mission profile but is of the order of two hours.

NOAA/NCAR Schweizer Sailplane. The Schweizer 2-32 (N99295)

is a two seat, metal structure, mid-wing sailplane that has been

instrumented and operated by NCAR for cloud physics research. The

rear seat of the sailplane has been removed and the space used for

installation of sensors and associated electronics. Although the sail-

plane has been flown into regions of reflectivity factor approaching

50dBZ, regions of severe turbulence and high reflectivity are generally

avoided, and all flight safety decisions are left to the discretion

of the pilot.

Usually a turbo-charged Cessna 180, capable of towing to

6 km MSL and remaining there for three hours, is used to tow the sail-

plane to the desired research location. To collect data, the sailplane

pilot releases from the towplane and penetrates the cloud of interest

usually searching out the updraft regions of the cloud.
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; Instruments on the sailplane provide the basic measurements

of temperature, heading, altitude, airspeed, rate of climb, and pitch

and roll angles, permitting the calculation of vertical air motion.

Other measurements include: liquid water content (hot-wire), ice

nucleus concentration (rotating filter), droplet size (PMS FSSP),

precipitation particles (PMS 2-D probe), vertical and horizontal

electric field (plutonium probes), ice particle size and structure

(decelerator and collector).

Data from the above instruments are recorded on board and,

together with pilot voice comments, may also be telemetered to a ground

station located at the sailplane airport. The battery power can readily

support three hours on tow followed by approximately two hours of

research.

4.2.2 Radars

It is currently anticipated that the NCAR/FOF CP-2 dual-

wavelength (S- and X-band) radar will be used to collect detailed,

research quality,quantitative storm structure data. It will digitally

record radar reflectivity factors at both 3 and 10 cm wavelengths for

the complete volume of selected storms. It will not be used for general

surveillance while research operations are underway. Doppler data will

also be collected by CP-2. The mode of data collection will continue to

be in step-tilt, sector scan PPI's (i.e., raster scan) with 150 m range

gates and azimuth and elevation resolution maximized as much as possible

within the constraints of a two-minute or better (depending upon the

research objectives) cycle time. Some operations, such as first echo

studies, may require time cycles as short as one minute.
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The CP-2 radar will also be used with an aircraft tracking

system presently under development, which will be capable of tracking

and displaying the positions of up to ten aircraft at the same time.

Multiple Doppler radar data will be collected, but the complement of such

radars is still not determined.

One radar must be dedicated to general, routine surveillance

to support the operations. Either the Skywater C-band radar (para.

4.1.2) or another radar to be acquired could meet this need.

4.2.3 Surface Networks and Soundings

It is anticipated that the HIPLEX mesoscale surface network

will be extended or complemented by means of the NCAR/FOF PAM system

of 30 stations. There are also two NCAR/FOF rawinsonde systems that

will be available. Depending upon experimental objectives, one or two

mobile precipitation sampling teams may be fielded. In addition, up

to about 100 recording rain gauges may be available.

4.2.4 Coordination

There will be an operations room equipped with a data display

system with several consoles, and with communication systems. An FAA

coordinator may be present.

4.3 UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING

The Wyoming Queen Air (NlOUW) is similar to the NCAR Queen

Airs discussed above, but the research instrumentation is relatively

"fixed" in that the airborne system has been designed primarily for

cloud physics investigations.
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Aircraft variable and atmospheric state parameter measurements

include: temperature, pressure, dew point, horizontal wind, position,

heading, airspeed, yaw, engine manifold pressure, rate of climb, and

indicated turbulence. Cloud physics measurements include: liquid

water content (hot wire), cloud particle spectra (PMS ASSP), ice

crystal images (PMS 2D), and direct sampling of cloud droplets and of

ice crystals (obtained on slides, in a decelerator for ice crystals).

Measurements are also made of aerosols (filters) and Aitken nucleus

concentration (expansion chamber). Samples of precipitation can be

collected in retractable scoops.

Digital data are recorded on-board in computer-compatible

format and, together with computed parameters, can be displayed in

engineering units in real time for data verification and can be used

to aid in scientific flight direction.

Three people including pilot, flight scientist, and equipment

operator, normally comprise the crew. Each crew member has access to

a flexible communication system and can communicate internally, exter-

nally, or log voice comments on individual tape cassetts. Each crew

member may also enter preselected "event marks" onto the digital

data recording system. The aircraft and data system are designed to

be operated under conditions of known icing.
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4.4 SOUTH DAKOTA SCHOOL OF MINES AND TECHNOLOGY (SDSM&T)

The SDSM&T T-28 (N510MH) is a low-wing single engine aircraft-

that has been modified, armored and instrumented to permit safe pene-

trations of hailstorms to determine the composition of the high reflec-

tivity regions. The aircraft is capable of flights of approximately two

hours duration and can operate effectively at altitudes up to 6-7 km MSL.

Meteorological directions for thunderstorm penetrations are provided by

a ground-based meteorologist working in close coordination with the pilot.

Flights have intentionally been performed in regions with radar reflec-

tivity factors up to 55dBZ without substantial damage, although airframe

icing has occasionally required that the aircraft descend to melt the ice

before performing additional penetrations.

The research instrumentation consists of sensors to measure

basic aircraft performance variables, atmospheric state variables, and

hydrometeors. Measurements in the first two categories include:

temperature, pressure, aircraft position, heading, and airspeed.

Hydrometeor measurements include: cloud liquid water concentration

(hot wire), cloud droplet sizes and concentrations (PMS FSSP), and

precipitation particle sizes and concentrations (foil impactor, PMS

2-D Probe, Cannon particle camera, and a hail spectrometer). Combined

size measurements from these sensors cover a range from 3 pm to 50 mm

diameter. The Cannon camera and the hail spectrometer were developed

especially for the T-28, but due to conflicting mounting location

requirements cannot be flown simultaneously.

The data system consists of several components. Aircraft and

meteorological variables are recorded on 7- and 9-track, computer-compatible
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recorders, and pilot voice comments and windscreen hail impact sounds

are recorded on a stereo voice recorder. Selected variables plus pilot

voice comments are also telemetered to the ground-based meteorologist

during flights.

4.5 SUMMARY

4.5.1 Categories of Equipment

The following list includes all major equipment expected to be

available in 1981:

a. Aircraft

Bureau of Reclamation - University of Wyoming King Air

NCAR

NOAA/NCAR

Universities

b. Radars

Bureau of Reclamation

NCAR

- Colorado International Corporation

Lear Jet

- Two Queen Airs

- Sabreliner

- Schweizer Sailplane

- University of Wyoming Queen Air

- SDSM&T armored T-28

- Skywater 5.4cm radar, Miles City
Airport

- University of North Dakota 5.3cm

radar, in eastern Montana.

- Dual-wavelength CP-2 radar with
Doppler processor, site to be
selected. Two C-band Doppler
radars. Sites to be selected.

c. Surface Network and
Soundings

Bureau of Reclamation - About 100 surface stations; net-

work spacing to be determined
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- Two rawinsondes, Miles City Airport
and Baker, Montana

- Meteorological Satellite data

- 30 PAM stations, network spacing
to be determined

- Two rawinsondes, sites to be
selected

d. Forecast Support

Bureau of Reclamation

e. Time Lapse Photography
(Ground-based)

Bureau of Reclamation

NCAR

f. Operational Coordinati

- Satellite imagery

- Service "A" teletype

- National Weather Facsimile Network

- Bureau of Reclamation Environmental
Data Network (Provides access to

NWS observations and forecasts)

- Four super 8 and two 16mm camera

- Four 16mm cameras

Ion

NCAR - Aircraft Tracking System

- Communications (ground-to-ground
and air-to-ground)

- Displays and intercommuncation
system for use in operations center.

4.5.2 Aircraft Measurement Capabilities

The measurement capabilities of the eight aircraft mentioned

above are summarized in the following table.

NCAR
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Table 2

SUMMARY OF AIRCRAFT MEASUREMENTS

Univ. Wyoming SDSM&T CIC NCAR

N2UW NO1UW N510MH N88TC N99295 N304D N306D N307D

Time X X X X X X X X

Position X X X X X X X

Pressure X X X X X X X X

Temperature X X X X X X X X

Dewpoint X X X X X

Wind: Horizontal X X X X X
Vertical X X X X X X X

Turbulence X X X X X

LWC (Hot Wire) X X X X X X X

Cloud/Precipitation:

PMS ASSP X
FSSP X X X
ID-C X
2D-C X X X X
2D-P X

Dec.& Collector X X X
Particle Camera X X
Foil Impactor X X
Hail Spectrometer X

Ice Crystal Detector X

Nuclei
Membrane Filters X X
Impactor Studies X X
Expansion Chamber X

Electric Field X

The cloud particle and nuclei measurements to be made on the powered
NCAR aircraft have not been determined at this time.
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5. SOME ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS

A major field measurement program of the kind envisioned for 1981

has particularly strict requirements for planning the field organization,

the experimental priorities and the measurement intercomparison and

calibration procedures well in advance. While this prospectus is too

preliminary and too limited in scope to treat these subjects in -

detail (they will be set forth in a field operations plan at a later

date), it is appropriate to mention some of the factors in general

terms.

5.1 OPERATIONS

There will be an operations center much like that used in NHRE,

with radar displays with aircraft tracks overlaid and a complete communi-

cations center. There will be several major experimental objectives as

outlined above along with a number of relatively minor ones that can be

accomplished with limited subsets of the observing systems, or on days

when the weather is not appropriate for the major objectives. An

overall operations director will have the decision of each day's specific

objectives and priorities, to be made taking into account the weather,

the available equipment, the balance of the results to date, and the

overall scientific priorities. In many cases the operations director

would probably turn operations over to another person when a specific

mission is decided upon, or act as a coordinator between a scientist

with major interest in that mission and the operation of the observing

systems.
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5.2 VALIDATION OF MEASURING SYSTEMS

The major observing systems will be aircraft, the radars,

several upper air soundings, and observations from a network of surface

stations; major scientific objectives such as described above require the

use of most or all of these systems in coordination. There are therefore

especially strong requirements that the measurements made using various

systems be as comparable (and as accurate) as possible. This becomes.

particularly important and difficult for the aircraft measurements,

though it also requires great care for the surface network, particularly

for the humidity measurements.

Procedures were perfected, in NHRE for validating clear air

measurements by means of aircraft tower fly-bys and side-by-side aircraft

intercomparison flights. The tower fly-bys provide absolute calibrations,

and will be done immediately before and after the field season, as well

as during the season if thought desirable. Intercomparisons will be

done on each flight day, whenever possible. Such procedures can ensure

accuracy and intercomparability of clear air temperature, pressure,

humidity and wind data.

Intercomparability of data taken within cloud is also of the

utmost importance, but is a more formidable problem, and a considerable

effort toward insuring the integrity of the basic cloud measurements

should be made before the field season. Intercomparisons within cloud

should also have a high priority. during the field seaons, though dual cloud

penetrations may have to be brief to be safe.
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5.3 DATA MANAGEMENT

The objective of data management is to insure the availability

in a timely manner of the high-quality data needed for the fulfillment

of research goals. This requires a clear delineation of responsibilities

in data collection, reduction, quality control, processing, and archiving.

Data acquisition and its subsequent processing and analysis

are tasks of considerable complexity in a program with so much diversity.

The component parts of the tasks need to be identified, responsibilities

delineated, and resources assigned. The great volume of data obtained

during the field operations of a large program requires a systematic

approach, with adequate priority being given the analysis of the data.

Certain data are widely used and other data are used only by

the scientists directly involved in the data collection. Therefore, care

must be taken to insure that broadly-based data be available to all

participants in a timely way, while more specilaized data should be

available only after suitable consultation, to ensure that the data are

not employed inappropriately.

There is a general recognition of the need to divide data

into two "levels," which may be described as follows:

Level one: data which are routinely reduced to a specified

degree and are available after a specific date to all participants.

Level two: data which may be routinely reduced, but are

available only through negotiation with the principal investigator or

with an appropriate group appointed to arbitrate such matters.

Defining such categories and arriving at an appropriate dele-

gation of responsibility for data management will form an integral

part of the planning of the whole experiment.
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